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27In real fluidized beds various fluidization regimes may occur simultaneously resulting in quite distinct
28hydrodynamic characteristics in various regions of the bed. Classical approaches, generally, use a step
29drag function with a single switching point to distinguish dense and dilute regimes. In the present study,
30a new integrated hydrodynamic model (drag and viscosity) is developed using a smooth logistic function
31with two switching points dividing a fluidized bed into three dense, dilute and mixed regimes which is
32more in accordance with reality. Gas volume fraction at minimum fluidization velocity and particle
33Geldart’s group are employed to decide switching between dense and dilute drag and viscosity models.
34A spatiotemporal dynamic algorithm is used to implement the integrated model into the open source CFD
35package OpenFOAM 2.1.1. Reasonable predictions of various hydrodynamic characteristics in three differ-
36ent experimental data sets demonstrate wide applicability of the new integrated hydrodynamic model to
37any fluidization regime.
38� 2018 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of The Society of Powder Technology Japan. All rights
39reserved.
40
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43 1. Introduction

44 Gas–solid fluidization is a technology used in chemical and
45 physical processes such as drying, mixing and chemical reactions.
46 Enhanced heat and mass transfer in fluidized beds due to high
47 mixing efficiency led to their widespread applications in many
48 industries such as in combustion, gasification, granulation,
49 polymerization and separation. The high mixing efficiency in these
50 systems is directly related to hydrodynamic behavior of fluidiza-
51 tion regimes. Therefore, development of accurate models to predict
52 hydrodynamic behavior of fluidized beds and avoiding vital errors
53 in design of bed structures is necessary. Furthermore, reliable mod-
54 eling results can be used in scale-up processes and help saving
55 time and money [1].
56 The complex physics of gas–solid fluidized beds embraces
57 sophisticated phenomena such as turbulent mixing, interaction
58 of heat and mass transfer and net production of various species
59 in several chemical systems. To predict this complex behavior,
60 accurate solution of governing equations including the momen-
61 tum, heat and mass transfer equations with several source terms
62 is essential. Among all, solution of the momentum transfer equa-
63 tion with interphase momentum exchange directly affects species
64 and temperature fields in both dispersed and continuous phases.
65 Therefore, accurate determination of interphase momentum

66exchange in the momentum conservation equation is the key mod-
67eling issue in prediction of gas–solid fluidized bed behavior.
68Toward this end, computational fluid dynamics has become an
69effective and economical tool to investigate hydrodynamic behav-
70ior of gas–solid flow systems [2,3]. Researchers have focused on
71developing and testing new drag_viscosity models and their
72thermo-physical constitutive relations. Following to the develop-
73ment of computational techniques, attempts on creating more rig-
74orous modeling tools restarted in this era. Broadly speaking, two
75phase gas–solid flow systems can be modeled using two different
76approaches namely the Eulerian-Lagrangian discrete particle
77model (DPM) or in some cases discrete element method (DEM)
78and the Eulerian-Eulerian two-fluid model (TFM) or in some cases
79multi fluid model. In both approaches, the gas phase is considered
80to be a continuous phase and is treated using the conventional
81Eulerian approach. In the former approach, modeling of dispersed
82phase is performing via the Lagrangian method by solving New-
83ton’s equation of motion for each dispersed particle, considering
84particle-wall and particle-particle interactions [1]. This approach
85is more suitable for modeling multi-phase systems with less than
8610% dispersed phase volume fraction due to computational costs.
87In this field, internally circulating fluidized bed (ICFB) and circulat-
88ing fluidized bed (CFB) are modeled using discrete element method
89(DEM) coupled with large eddy simulation [4]. A comprehensive
90investigation of the effect of hydrodynamic and time related phys-
91ical parameters in a 3-D spouted bed using DEM approach has been
92performed by Luo et al. [5]. They have investigated time-averaged
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93 flow characteristics and the particle-scale details related to solid
94 motion for a 3-D CFB elsewhere [6]. In the TFM approach, however,
95 the dispersed phase is treated as a continuum which can penetrate
96 into the continuous phase. In the both aforementioned approaches
97 the kinetic theory of granular flows (KTGF), which is based on sim-
98 ilarities between the flow of a granular material and gas molecules
99 has employed to apply the inter-particle interactions [7]. The KTGF

100 theory showed reasonable capability on predicting main features
101 of the complex gas–solid fluidized beds [8].
102 One of the main source terms of the momentum conservation
103 equation is the drag force which contains interphase momentum
104 exchange coefficient Kgs

� �
. This parameter has a significant effect

105 on hydrodynamic modeling throughout the bed. The other impor-
106 tant term in gas–solid momentum equations is the viscous stress
107 tensor of solid phase which contains solid viscosity ls

� �
. Plenty

108 of classical correlations have been proposed for calculation of
109 momentum exchange coefficients such as the Ergun [9], We-Yu
110 [10], Gidaspow [11] and Syamlal-O’Brien [12] drag models as well
111 as for solid viscosity such as the Gidaspow [11] and Sinclair [13]
112 viscosity models.
113 To model dense fluidization regime, usually the Ergun part of
114 the Gidaspow drag equation is used to estimate the hydrodynamic
115 parameters. For dilute fluidized beds, however, Wen and Yu devel-
116 oped a drag model which was suitable for gas volume fraction eg

� �
117 larger than 0.8 [10]. Syamlal and O’Brien have extended the Wen-
118 Yu approach to a more general expression applicable to a wider
119 range of gas volume fractions [12]. The Gidaspow drag model
120 [11] is a combination of Ergun and Wen-Yu drag models via a con-

121stant switching point of eg ¼ 0:8. In a systematic study it was
122shown that proper choice of a viscosity model for a specific drag
123model has a great impact on the predicting hydrodynamic charac-
124teristics of different fluidization regimes [14]. In particular, for
125dense and dilute fluidization regimes, the Gidaspow [15] and Sin-
126clair [16] viscosity models have been prescribed, respectively.
127According to Fig. 1 gas–solid fluidized systems can be divided
128into four fluidization regimes based on the competition between
129inlet gas velocity and the minimum fluidization velocity (the gas
130velocity at which fluidization begins). If the inflow gas velocity
131ug

� �
is much lower than the minimum fluidization velocity Umf

� �
,

132dense or packed bed regime can be established. When the inlet
133gas flows at a higher rate than required for minimum fluidization,
134a suspension of solids and bubbles appears and acts like a fluid
135(bubbling bed). If fluid velocity increases still further, then turbu-
136lent motion of particle clusters of various sizes and shapes can
137be observed [1]. In the turbulent regime, when the voids break
138up at the top surface, solid particles are thrown into the free board
139dilute region. When gas flow velocity increases even further, solid
140volume fraction decreases significantly and dilute region recog-
141nizes almost throughout the bed.
142It has been shown that different fluidization regimes show quite
143distinct hydrodynamic characteristics through a single fluidized
144bed. According to Fig. 1, the turbulent fluidization regime which
145is the most common fluidization regime in industrial gas–solid flu-
146idized beds is a chaotic combination of solid clustering, bubbling,
147slugging and dilute regimes. In other words, physical behavior of
148fluidized systems is somehow that various regimes with different

Nomenclature

A Syamlal’s model constant-Geldart group
Ar Archemedes number
B Syamlal’s model constant-Geldart group
CK displacement parameter of logistic curve for momen-

tum exchange coefficient
Cl displacement parameter of logistic curve for viscosity

model coefficient
CD drag coefficient
d particle diameter
e restitution coefficient
F logistic curve function
g gravity acceleration
g0s radial distribution function (RDF)
H bed height
H0 static bed height
I
�

identity tensor
K1,2 constants of force balance equation
K momentum exchange coefficient
MK slope parameter of logistic curve for momentum ex-

change coefficient
Ml slope parameter of logistic curve for viscosity model

coefficient
R characteristic length scale (viscosity model)
S
�

half of strain rate tensor
t time
U inflow velocity
us;ug ;ucell superficial velocity
W bed width
P pressure

Greek letters
q density
e volume fraction

2 dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
s stress tensor
l shear viscosity
r gradient
r: divergence
h granular temperature
£ sphericity coefficient

Subscripts
c critical
g gas phase
r relative terminal
S solid phase
mfp mean free path
m multi-particle
mf minimum fluidization
sg solid to gas phase exchange
ts terminal and single particle
tm terminal and multi-particle

Superscripts
f frictional part
T transpose of matrix
kc kinetic and collisional part

Abbreviation
CFD computational fluid dynamic
CVM constant viscosity model
DPM discrete particle model
DEM distinct element method
KTGF kinetic theory of granular flow
TFM two fluid model
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